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A PRESENTATION IN 7 PARTS

1. The changing distribution of Plants

2. The main Plant homeland

3. The meaning of Plant | Introduction

4. Some heraldry

5. Some relevant history in Plantagenet times

6. The meaning of Plant | 3 theorems

7. So what do we say? | The gist of it
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MODERN DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS

Telephone Subscribers called Plant
(areas with more than 100 subscribers)

Area No. Area No.

Stoke on Trent 449 Wolverhampton+ 305
South Manchester 183 She�eld+ 157
South Birmingham 138 North Birmingham 126
London 121 Shrewsbury+ 110
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Distribution of Plant records (1984 IGI)

Region considered Pre-1700 records
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Distribution of Plant records (1984 IGI)
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The results suggest a southwards migration of Plants

from Cheshire into Sta�ordshire, in keeping with a gen-

eral trend for the population as a whole.
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PART 2 ...

THE MAIN

PLANT

HOMELAND

Plants around

Prestbury and

Leek Parishes

( 1370 - 1700 )
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Plant homeland | Prestbury and Leek

Cheshire...

Sta�ordshire...
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PRESTBURY-LEEK BORDERLANDS

� a particular Plant cluster near border ca. 1700

� Plants in both parishes since 14th century
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EARLY PLANTS in PRESTBURY PARISH...

1370 Ralph Plont at
Maccles�eld Forrest

1383 Ranulph Plont at
Rainow

1400 John, son of
Thomas Plont at
Sutton
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GAWSWORTH to SW of PRESTBURY

1445 | A list of Knights, Gentlemen and Freeholders
in Maccles�eld Hundred includes..

� Sir Laurence Fitton (of Goseworth)

� John Plant junior (+95 others)
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EARLY PLANTS in LEEK PARISH...

1406 Edward Plont got
a 39 year lease from
Abbot of Dieulacress
for Roche Graunge

1504 Laurence Plonte
sold a tenement to
Ralph Rudyerd, who
reputedly slew the
last Plantagenet king
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17th century WINCLE Inscription

Here Doe O Lord Svre Plant Thy Word

cf. Johnson's 18th century Dictionary...

planter |one who disseminates or introduces

� illustrated by references to planters of
christianity
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AN

INTRODUCTION

PART 3 ...

THE

MEANING

OF THE

PLANT

NAME
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MEANING OF THE NAME...

BOOK (I) | John Sleigh (1862),
Ancient Parish of Leek.

� includes various references to the name Plant,

dating from the 15th century

� states for the name Plant...

This name is said to be a

corruption of Plantagenet.
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BOOK (II) | Ernest Weekly (1916),
Surnames, p 185.

� John de la Plaunt in 13th century Patent

Rolls

{ `from the enclosure' or `plantation'

� Robert Plante in 1273 Hundred Rolls

{ nickname meaning variously

� sprig | cf. Oates, Bean

� cudgel | cf. Lincolnshire dialect, OED

� young o�spring | cf. OED, Welsh
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BOOK (III) | P.H.Reaney (1958),
Dictionary of British Surnames, p 53.

� William Pla(u)nt(es) in Essex 1262, Nor-

folk 1275, Cambridge 1279. Also...

{ Ralph Plantebene in Norfolk 1199

{ Planterose in ?Warwickshire 1221 and

East Anglia 1272

{ Henry le Planteur in Huntingdonshire

1281

� Reaney thereby presumes an interpretation...

{ gardener
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PART 4 ...

THE

PLANT

HERALDRY

AND

EAST

CHESHIRE

CONNECTIONS
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PLANT LABEL IN BEND...

PLANT BLAZON| AR. A LABEL IN BEND AZ. IN

CHIEF A ROSE GU.

LABELs are not uncommon | e.g. on the arms of the

Courtney family (cf. seal of Hugh Courtenay, earl of Devon, d 1422)

and the arms of the `Prince of Wales and Earl of Chester'

LABEL IN BEND | Sloping the label (to the left or the

right) is rarer however | it can be interpreted as one

of six ancient marks of bastardy | as well as for the

Plants, another `sloped label' occurs for Wm de Curli

(1236) ...a label of four points in bend sinister...
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Di�erencing of Ordinary of Lions | �rst 6 of 30 illus-

trations from `Prince Arthur's Book' (c 1520) | labels

denote subordination to the Head of the Family.

Could the Plant label in bend allude to the illegitimate

descent of the Warenne earls from Geo�rey Planta-

genet? This line settled in East Cheshire in the late

14th century.
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A link between East Anglia and Cheshire

Geo�rey

PLANTAGENET

Henry II royal descent

Hamelyn

(bastard)

Warenne earls

of Surrey

ca.1235 Hamelyn's son, William de Warenne (d 1240)
marries widowed mother of Roger le Bigod, earl of
Norfolk

1254-8 Bigod's butler was called Roger Plantyn (?diminu-
tive of Plantagenet)

1262,1275 The Plaunt name appears in Essex and
Norfolk

ca.1270 Bigod's nephew, the next earl of Norfolk is in
charge of Flintshire and the commissariat in Welsh
campaigns which won Englefeld and the name Roger
Planteng' appears in Norfolk

1301 The Plant name appears in Flintshire

ca.1370 Both the Warennes and Plonts settled in east Cheshire
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In the order of the PLANT blazon, the red rose follows

the label in bend. Could it have been added to denote

a later a�nity to the Plantagenet cadet Lancastrians?

Henry III

(1207-72)

Edward I (Earl of Chester)

BLUE LABEL (5 pt)

Badge: Gold Rose

great-grandson

JOHN OF GAUNT

(uncle of Rich II)

Edmund (Earl of Lancaster)

BLUE LABEL (3 pt)

Badge: RED ROSE

g-granddaughter

BLANCHE (=GAUNT)

issue HENRY IV

John of Gaunt's �rst wife was Blanche, Duchess of Lan-
caster. Gaunt's mistress and third wife was Blanche's
domicella, Catherine Swynford, about whose child John
PLAINT testi�ed in 1394

Later, a rose became brisure for 7th son...
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Planterose | `establisher of royal badge or

Lancastrian rights' | cf. the English sur-

name Pluckerose (a collector of token pay-

ment for Lancastrian land)

| or `romantic or

courtly colonist' |

cf. ...

� the French epic

love poem `Ro-

man de la Rose'

(ca.1237)

� the French sur-

name Plantamour
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The PLANT BLAZON is simple and character-
istic of MEDIEVAL ARMS (though it is often
drawn on a characteristically Tudor shield)

Plantagenet crests..

The PLANT CREST

| stag trippant |

also appears in heraldry

of 99 other families

e.g. Cavendish, Lewis,

Robinson ...

CRESTS were more presti-

gious than ARMS, as they were

`marks of honour' worn on the

helmet at jousts (e.g. on tilt-

ing helms dating from around

1400). They should not be con-

fused with badges which were

more `marks of allegiance'.
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Out of 80 ARMS in John Sleigh's Ancient Parish of

LEEK, 3 have stags, 1 a rose, 0 a label...

It is said that the Rudyerd fam-

ily was granted a rose in recog-

nition of Ralph Rudyerd's slaugh-

ter of Richard III at Bosworth �eld

in 1485 | shortly after, Laurence

Plont awarded him a tenement
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ROSES AND STAGS | EAST CHESHIRE...

Roses | Arms of Davenport, Sherd.

Stags | Crests and Arms of Bradshawe,

Hollingworth, Rowe, Stanley, Downes.

East Cheshire DOWNES fam-
ily connection with PLANT...

1437 Inq.P.M. for John de

Downes of Taxal, under oath

of | John Plant, senior |

John Plant junior | and 10

others
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PART 5 ...

SOME

POSSIBLY

RELEVANT

DEVELOPMENTS

THROUGH

PLANTAGENET

TIMES
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|
Origin of

PLANT name
|

HENRY II

son of Geo�rey

PLANTAGENET

(who was son-in-

law of Henry I)

Henry yk

Rich. I

JOHN

c1200

various

bastards

HENRY III

EDW. I

EDMUND

(E.of Lancs)
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Henry II Rich I
1154-88 1188-99

John Henry III
1199-1216 1216-72
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Henry II's youngest
and favourite son,
John, was granted
lands around
the edges of the
more consolidated
regions of earlier
French colonisa-
tions in England.
These regions
had trade links
to Ireland and
perhaps also to
Spain and Plan-
tagenet western
France through
which learning
was spreading
northwards from
Moorish Spain.
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CHESHIRE circa 1200

1188-99 John Lackland issues charter to Chester

signed by Roger de Plan'

ca.1214 Ranulph Blundeville, earl of Chester,

who had married the widow of John's brother

Geo�rey, founds Dieulacress Abbey in Leek

� Reputedly Bloundeville = `born at the

white monastery of Powis-land'

� Phonetically similar plaunte ville= found

a town or monastery | i.e. OED mean-

ing verb (3a)
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PLANTAGENETS' ARRIVAL IN THE NW

John was apparently the �rst Plantagenet king

to take a direct personal interest in the north of

England | this invoved for example his early

Lordship of Lancaster and visits to Chester |

this was around 1200, before the �rst known

Plants.
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At the beginning of the 13th century, King John in-

dulged his love of hunting in the Royal Hunting forests.

By 1262, the Plaunte name appears in Epping Forest

in Essex and, by 1275, in Norfolk.

By the end of the century, John's grandson King Edward

I was conquering Wales, from his CHESTER base. By

1301, the Plant name appears in Flintshire.
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Plente name: Oxford (1219), Kent (1219), York
(1230), Oxford (1230-1), Oxford (1272), Norfolk (1272-
84)

1258 Provisions of Oxford (opposed by Warenne, sup-
ported by Bigod) (?Bigod's disrespectful diminu-
tive) Roger Plantyn

1265 Warenne frees king at battle of Evesham

1266 Plantegenet at Oxford

1268 (?more respectful) Roger Planteng' in Norfolk

Plaunte(s) name: Essex (1262), Rouen (1273),

Norfolk (1275), Cambridge (1279), Hunts (1282)
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1254 Prince Edward becomes earl of
CHESTER and prince of Wales

1256-96 Edward makes regular visits
to Cheshire (e.g. Bigod in charge of

Flintshire and commissariat 1279, king

visits Maccles�eld 1283, Warenne sent

ahead of king to Chester 1294)

1301 Richard Plant granted
licence to gather coal at
Ewelowe (Flintshire) (?com-
missariat duties)

1302 Edward I's daughter, Eliz-
abeth (Plantagenet), marries
Humphrey de Bohun at Chester
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Some further developments around Chester

1301-58 Various records for the royal stud at Mac-
cles�eld (Prestbury)| e.g. small horses would be
needed for routes across adjacent Peak District

� plante genet = establisher (?breeder) of small
Spanish horse (cf. introduction of Arabian stock
into Britain)

� Galfrido Plantegenet recorded with garderobe
duties to the king at Wodestock in 1266

� cf. the spelling Plantagenet is more usually said
to be a corruption of planta genista = sprig of
broom

1308-59 Various o�cials called Blount (or sometimes
Blound) serving the Plantagenet earls of Chester.
One, John Blount, is mentioned in connection with
land at Adlington (Prestbury) in 1315

1349, 1361, 1369, 1375 Black Death years | the rich
move to more remote areas

1380 The Plont name is well established in Prestbury
and Leek
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PLANTAGENETS vs CADET LANCASTRIANS |

The High Peak changed to Gaunt's Lancastrian a�nity

in 1372 (cf. Plonts in east Cheshire) though, in 1403,

a large group of NE Cheshire gentry were involved in

Hotspur's rebellion against the Lancastrian Henry IV.
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PART 6 ...

THREE

THEOREMS

FOR

THE

MEANING

OF

PLANT
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3 BOOKS AND 3 THEOREMS

Theorem 1 Theorem 2 Theorem 3
from the

Plantagenet Plantagenet Plantagenet
auxiliary child colony

Book I
corruption of yes yes yes
Plantagenet
Book II
(a) from the see II(a)

plantation
(b) o�spring see II(b)
Book III
gardener see III

Notes:- II(a) in Shakespear plantation = colonisa-
tion

II(b) the surname Child means `young no-
bleman' so Plant might mean `young
Plantagenet'

III medieval gardeners worked for the no-
bility hence, for some, this would be
for the Plantagenets
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NOT NECESSARILY

A GARDENER!

The OED gives a meaning verb (3a) of to

plant, dating back to 897AD | to found, es-

tablish, institute (especially a colony, city,

or church)

HENCE perhaps relates to `royalist auxiliary'

(theorem 1) e.g...

Plantebene | `prosperous founder' or `�ne establisher'

Plauntefolie | `establisher/recorder of wickedness'

Planteng' | `establisher of English land rights'
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THEOREM 1 | PLANTAGENET AUXILIARY

Reaney relates Plant to:-

� Plantebene (occurrence in 1199)

� Planterose (occurrences ?1221, 1230, 1272)

and hence to a meaning `gardener'. There are other
possible interpretations however and, moreover, other
`non gardening' names such as:-

Plantefolie | (occurrences 1209, 1226, 1263, 1270)
`establisher or recorder of wickedness' | itiner-
ant royal justices were being introduced to record
wickedness at that time

Plantefol (French surname) | cf. the de�nition of fol
in Kurath and Kahn, Middle English Dictionary |
`a (Plantagenet) court jester, or bu�oon kept by
the king or by a nobleman for his amusement; also
a menial servant'
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`royalist auxiliary' ?especially in the Welsh Wars

Lewis or Llewellyn = ?follower of Llywelyn princes of Wales

Blound or Blount = ?follower of Bloundeville earl of Chester

Plaunt = of Plantagenet princes of Wales and earls of Chester

John vs Llywelyn ap Iorweth...

...Edward I vs Llywelyn ap Gru�yd
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THEOREM 2 | PLANTAGENET CHILD

Welsh word plant means a `child' and planta

means `to beget children' | near where

most Plants are found

OED noun (sb1) (1c) o�ers `a scion, o�shoot,

nurseling; a young person; a novice' with

an early (1362) Welsh borderlands usage..

Loue is the leues thing that vr lord

asketh

And eke the playnte [plante, plaunte,

plonte] of pees

which suggests a meaning for PLANT of...

Lord's love child or Prince of Peace
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THEOREM 2 continued

The meaning Lord's love child in Plantagenet times

may have related back to the romantic legend of Edgar

Childe, last of the royal House of Wessex, who ed to

Scotland at the times of the Norman invasion.

The inuence of the House of Wessex had extended as

far north as Chester and the Normans took an active

interest in lands as far north as south Lancashire, as

indicated by the extent of the Domesday survey.
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THEOREM 2 continued

cf. the 11th century legend of Edgar CHILDE...

Edgar

959-975

(Chester

in 972)

Edward

975-979

Ethelred

978-1016

Edmund

1016

Edward the

Confessor

(Normandy)

1042-66

Edgar Atheling

or Edgar CHILDE

The surname CHILD(E) is accordingly thought to have
meant a noble young man or a `princeling' | it is
associated with romantic lines, such as...

Childe Roland to the dark tower came

ALSO... diminutives of fathers' names were used for

illegitimate children in Lancashire and hence, PLANT

may be a diminutive of PLANTAGENET that denotes

illegitimate descent (cf. Plant blazon)
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THEOREM 3 | various other possible

MEANINGS may have been SECONDARY

For example, `TRADER FROM THE PLANTAGENET
COLONY'...

1273 3 wool merchants called de la Plaunt and Plaunt
at Rouen

1364-8 Roger Plent | trader and collector of cus-
toms at Exeter with ship `le Ceorge' of Exmouth;
described as KING's minister in Devon

1364 licence granted to
Roger Plent to take 20
packs of large cloth of
divers colours from port
of Exeter to Gascony,
Spain, and other parts
beyond seas; and to re-
turn with wine and other
merchandise to the ports
of London, Suthampton,
Sandwich or Exeter
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subtheorem 3(a) for the particular names Adam

de Plumton' (1166/7) and Susan Plantan' (1220),

there could also have been some inuence from the place

name Plontone...

?FROM PLUM TOWN or per-
haps PLENTE-TUN (i.e. fertile,
generous, abundant enclosure)

Place names | In W Yorks, Plontone

(1086) becomes Plumton (1190). In

Lancs, Pluntun (1086) becomes Filde-

plumpton (1323) and Wodeplumpton

(1327). In Sussex, Pluntune (1086) be-

comes Plumpton.

...the similar name Plantyn (c1255) could be a diminu-

tive of Plantagenet (cf. Hodgkyn) and, together, this

may have led on through Planteng' (1268) to de la

Plaunt (1273) meaning `from the Plantagenet colony'
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(1199) (1209) (1230) (1266)
Plantebene Plantefolie Planterose Plantegenet

plente= plenarty or plenty (cf. Plente 1219)
hallowed absolution prayers horse
plenarty plenarty plenarty abundance

| curer of souls (John's fundraising) |
- - - | (post Barons War) royalist establisher |

pla(u)nte= to establish (cf. Plaunte+Plente c1270)
�ne or establisher courtly establisher

prosperous (recorder) of establisher of small
founder wickedness (badge) horses

plaint= lament (post plague) (cf. Plaint 1394)
lamenter of lamenter of
wickedness love

? pla(u)nte= to plant vegetable plants
gardener ? folius= gardener ? planta

leaf genista=
sprig of broom
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subtheorem 3(b) | for the set of 4 `Plant related'
names, Plantebene, Plantefolie, Planterose, and Plante-
genet, more consistency than `gardener' can be obtained
by adopting `establisher' meanings and these may have
been preceded by `plente' meanings with a particular
line of interpretation relating to Plantagenet `founda-
tion', `growth', and `abundance'. For the `Plant name
itself', the spelling Plente is known to have existed by
1219 before Plaunte (1262) and it can accordingly be
loosely compared with the almost contemporary name
le Riche (Lincolnshire 1177).

In medieval literature, such `spellings' as plante and
plente are sometimes confused and there is also evi-
dence of an association between their meanings, in a
concept of `foundation', `growth', and `abundance'...

c1400 (a1376) eke the plante [or plente] of pes

a1398 Of oon litel greyne cometh a wel gret plaunte
and springeth and spredith hugeliche

a1425 Pees maketh plente; Plente maketh pride

a1450 (1408) When pees is plente, than deeds of werre
be in no deynte
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subtheorem 3(c) the development of the Plant
name around Cheshire, may have been inu-
enced by the names of the Blundeville and then
Plantagenet earls of Chester

cf. 14th century Blounts and Plants near Chester
and then near Adlington in Prestbury parish

Chester was important to the Plantagenets for the con-

trol of Wales and Ireland...

the Irish rebel

chieftain Art

McMurrough

bears down on

the troops of

Richard II
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PART 7 ...

SO

WHAT

DO

WE

SAY?

The gist

of it
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Some possible inuences on the formation of

the PLANT name...

Date Throughout England Main
homeland

c1150 de Plunton PLANTAGENET
(place name) (royal nickname)

PLENTE
PLANTEBENE itinerant

c1200 curer of souls justice Blundeville
or prosperous cf. Earl of

founder PLANTEFOLIE Chester

PLAUNTE
c1250 PLANTEGENET PLANTYN Plantagenet

?horse breeder cf. bastard Earl of Chester

BLOUNT
c1300 PLONTE PLANT

and royal stud

Langland:
c1350 Lord's PLONT

love child well established
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Earliest known Plaunte/Plente record:-

1219 For the burhbote [i.e. upkeep, or contribution
levied for upkeep] of Oxford within that town $23.3s.4d
by the brief of the king and by the inspection of
Petri de Halliwell' and Radul� Plente. And for the
repair of the royal household away from the town
$3.5s.0d by the brief of the king and by the inspec-
tion of the same.

In particular some possible inuences on the

development of the PLANT name near its Cheshire

homeland can be summarised by...
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When John Lackland chartered Chester,

as signed by Roger de Plan',

Earl Chester founded Dieulacress; so,

Blundeville was a Plaunteville

The Plantagenet bastard

Warennes wed with Bigod

earls of Norfolk

and Bigod's butler, Roger

Plantin, turned to Planteng'

planting Englefeld

After Plantagenet earls of Chester an-

nexed Blundeville's little Blounts,

Lancastrians faced Plantagenet kin and

Cheshire had the Plonts
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Some possible associations with Cheshire

1273 Rouen merchants called de la Plaunt | could
de la Plaunt have come to mean (after 1237) from
the `Plantagenet palatine of Chester' for example?

1301 Richard Plant granted licence to dig coal at Ewelowe
(near Chester) | ?perhaps for trading, or for lead
forging in connection with castle building

Royal stud at Maccles�eld (east Cheshire) | cf. Plante-
genet = ?horse breeder or ?many light horsemen |
roads around Leek said to have been built by an earl of
Chester | horses were used for trade as well as war...
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3 THEOREMS

1. `royalist auxiliary' | anything from a gardener to a
king's minister

2. `Plantagenet child' | early Plantagenets practised
nepotism | hence could be seen as a particular
possibility under the general heading of (1) above

3. Some possible secondary meanings:-

(a) from Plumton or from the Plantagenet colony

(b) particular associations with foundation, growth,
and plenty

(c) possible diminutives of the names of the fa-
mous earls of Chester include Bl(o)undeville !
Bloun(d=t) and Plant(e=a)genet! Pl(e=a=o)nt(e)
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King John Act 1, Scene 1:-

Elinor (John's mother):-

The very spirit of
Plantagenet! I am
thy gradam ....

Bastard:-

Madam, by
chance but not
by truth. What
though?

Borrowing from these words...

PLANT spirit of Plantagenet, vouch you...

...Plantagenet child by chance

else their auxiliary or colonist by truth?
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An example of a possible composite meaning

from all 3 theorems...

auxiliaries associated with an illegitimate Plan-
tagenet line (e.g. Hamelyn) with particular as-
sociations with the Plantagenet palatine of Chester
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